### Tune-Up Tool Set #TTS-1 (has NOT taken Chassis Class)

1. 1/4" Dr. Semi-Deep Socket Set (6pt.) 3/16-9/16" 10Pcs.
2. 1/4" Dr. Semi-Deep Socket Set (6pt.) 5-15mm 12Pcs.
3. 1/4" Dr. Flex Head Sealed Ratchet 6" 
4. 1/4" Dr. Extension 2" (Knurling at drive end for easy finger tip turning)
5. 1/4" Dr. Extension 6" (Knurling at drive end for easy finger tip turning)
6. Nut Driver Set (w/Ergonomic Handle) 1/4-1/2" 7Pcs.
7. Nut Driver Set-Metric (w/Ergonomic Handle) 6-12mm 7Pcs.
8. Battery Service Kit (Includes: cable clamp spreader, angle nose pliers, terminal cleaner, side mount terminal cleaner & cable clamp puller)
9. Vacuum Plug Set
10. Vacuum / Pressure Pump Kit (0-30" mercury)
11. Terminal Crimping Tool
12. Wire Stripping Tool
13. Spark Plug Wire Removal Tool
14. Spark Plug Wire Removal Tool
15. High Energy Ignition Tester
16. Adjustable Ignition Spark Tester- for std. and electronic ignition
17. Wire Terminal Remover
18. Wire Terminal Remover
19. Spark Plug Gapper (Ramp Style)
20. Hose and Fuel Line Removal Pliers
21. Cordless Screwdriver Kit 7.2 V (includes two batteries, charger and case)
22. Magnetic-Ratcheting Master Screwdriver Set
23. Test Leads with Silicone Insulation
24. Test Probes
25. Alligator Clip

### Tune-Up Tool Set #TTS-2 (has taken Chassis Class)

1. 1/4" Dr. Semi-Deep Socket Set (6pt.) 3/16-9/16" 10Pcs.
2. 1/4" Dr. Semi-Deep Socket Set (6pt.) 5-15mm 12Pcs.
3. Magnetic-Ratcheting Master Screwdriver Set
4. Nut Driver Set (w/Ergonomic Handle) 1/4-1/2" 7Pcs.
5. Nut Driver Set-Metric (w/Ergonomic Handle) 6-12mm 7Pcs.
6. Battery Service Kit (includes: cable clamp spreader, angle nose pliers, terminal cleaner, side mount terminal cleaner & cable clamp puller)
7. Vacuum Plug Set
8. Vacuum Pump Kit
9. Spark Plug Wire Removal Tool
10. Spark Plug Wire Removal Tool
11. High Energy Ignition Tester
12. Adjustable Ignition Spark Tester- for std. and electronic ignition
13. Wire Terminal Remover
14. Wire Terminal Remover
15. Spark Plug Gapper (Ramp Style)
1 Hose and Fuel Line Removal Pliers
1 Cordless Screwdriver Kit 7.2 V (includes two batteries, charger and case)
1 Test Leads with Silicone Insulation
1 Test Probes
1 Alligator Clip

**Recommended Tune-Up Tool Set #TTSR-1**
1 Fuel Line Disconnect Kit
1 Fuel Line Disconnect Kit
1 Fuel Line Disconnect Kit

**Recommended Tune-Up Tool Set #TTSR-2**
1 Digital Tach/Advance Timing Light w/ Plastic Storage Case
1 Compression Gauge Set
  
  *Includes Compression Gauge w/ 25" hose and quick coupler*
  
  *M14 x 1.25 std. reach adaptor*
  
  *M14 x 1.25 long reach adaptor*

**Recommended Tune-Up Tool Set #TTSR-3**
1 Cylinder Leakage Tester
1 Engine Vacuum and Fuel Pump Pressure Gauge Set

**Recommended Tune-Up Tool Set #TTSR-4**
1 Dual A/C Manifold Gauge Set (R134a & R-12)
1 A/C Adaptor Set -7pc.

**Recommended Tune-Up Tool Set #TTSR-5**
1 Master Fuel Injection Test Kit

**Recommended Tune-Up Tool Set #TTSR-6**
1 Low Amp Probe
1 Injector "Noid" Light Kit
1 Injector Pulse Tool
1 Power Probe

**Recommended Tune-Up Tool Set #TTSR-7**
1 Double Tray Roll Cart with Locking Drawers, Lid and Pry Bar Compartment. Padded Lid provides additional work surface. Gas Springs provide easier lid opening.

*(Available in Red, Gloss Black, Royal Blue, Ultra Yellow)*